
CHALLENGES OF RISK AND COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT 

Managing risk and compliance for your organization’s network of applications, vendors, stakeholders, and customers 

has never been more demanding. Challenges include the following:
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Information silos ››› Finding, exporting, and aggregating information you need to prepare for audits and reporting 

is tedious. And adding new tools creates the risk that you’re not getting the full picture.

Appropriate access ››› Evidence needs context to be understood and managed.Auditors need access to specific 

information, but not everything. And IT teams don’t have the time and budget for complicated solutions.

Learning curve ››› Training users on yet another tool is costly and time-consuming. And requiring employees to 

constantly switch between apps adds complexity and aggravation.

UNIFIED SOLUTION FOR SEAMLESS  
RISK AND COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT

The ServiceNow Connector for ZenGRC lets audit and compliance 

teams create and manage evidence requests from within ZenGRC while 

allowing providers to respond to those requests from within ServiceNow.

WHY IT MATTERS
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EFFICIENT AND  
HASSLE-FREE

• ServiceNow users don’t need to be 
trained on ZenGRC. No switching 
between applications, necessary!

• Maintain operational reporting 
through ServiceNow. 

• Gain the context you need for the 
requirements you’re assessing.

SEAMLESS 
COMMUNICATION

• Respond quickly to  
clarification requests.

• Effortlessly request evidence 
and materials as needed. 

• Share appropriate content with 
external auditors—with no need 
to give access to ServiceNow.

EASY  
DEPLOYMENT

• ZenGRC ServiceNow 
Connector is ready to  
go from the start. 

• Get up and running 
quickly and cost-
effectively with this 
powerful integration.



LEARN MORE AND SCHEDULE A DEMO: 

www.reciprocitylabs.com/zenconnect or call (877) 440-7971

HOW IT WORKS

“The ZenGRC connector for ServiceNow brings the two solutions together in a way 

that allows us to maximize efficiency, streamline processes, and have a single source 

for all reporting and insights. I highly recommend ZenGRC to any ServiceNow 

customer looking for a risk and compliance solution.”

 Steven Landman, IT GRC Analyst at Chipotle
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